Toyota Tanzania scale with Liquid Telecom
and Microsoft Azure Stack
Toyota Tanzania has been serving
the local market for over 55 years
and their new growth is driving
demands for improved IT systems.

The Liquid Telecom solution, using
existing high-speed connectivity
and locally hosted Azure Stack, is
able to deliver a true hybrid solution
improving database performance,
uptime and security as part of a
single project.

Needing improved performance for
mission critical databases and
server infrastructure, their IT team
worked with Liquid Telecom to
migrate key servers to Azure Stack.

At-a-glance:
•

Customer: Toyota Tanzania

•

Country: Tanzania

•

Website: http://www.toyota.co.tz

•

Industry: Automotive

•

Customer Size: 40+ staff

•

Products and Services: Microsoft Azure Stack

Liquid Telecom, Toyota Tanzania & Microsoft
Azure Stack
Customer Challenges

Why Microsoft Azure Stack?

Toyota Tanzania had a traditional onpremises server environment that was
struggling to keep up with the demands
of their users and growing customer
database. With hardware due for
replacement, they needed to find a
solution that was cost effective,
scalable and yet secure enough to
handle mission critical business
information hosted locally.

As your business continues to grow,
you need an intelligent and agile cloud
platform that can keep up.
Microsoft Azure Stack is the answer to
all your local cloud needs with an everexpanding set of services that offers
real-time access to virtual machines,
developer tools and computing power,
hosted locally in-country with Liquid
Telecom.

The solution needed to provide great
performance for both SQL databases
and Linux-based servers.

Whether you want to extend your
infrastructure or add new cloud
capabilities, you have the freedom to
scale, whilst ensuring the security and
compliance of your information
systems.

Customer Benefits
Toyota Tanzania now enjoy the performance and security of their servers hosted on
Azure Stack, ensuring their business-critical systems are always available, easily
scalable and fully compliant with local regulations, whilst adhering to Toyota’s strict
global security standards.

Improved local compliance,
reduced latency and easy
scalability empower your
business.

Secure connectivity and
access controls ensure
business information is
protected at all times.

•

Contact us: sales@liquidcloud.africa

•

Learn More: https://liquidcloud.africa

With the flexible monthly
billing of all Azure services,
and great budget controls;
costs are always in check.

